
Cab 
Enclosures

Doosan

WHO  
WE ARE

ProEnclosures is a Kentucky based 
manufacturer with a focus on rapid 
prototype to production forklift 
enclosures, windshields, roofs, and 
accessories. We design, prototype, 
test, and produce in house to meet 
the model specific needs across a 
library of brands, and are working 
to expand that library daily.

BULK DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

We proudly offer free shipping on all orders to the 
lower 48 states and have global shipping options 
available. 

CONTACT US

LEARN MORE ONLINE

859.353.4805

www.proenclosures.com

250 Hunter Heights Rd.
Milton, KY 40045
Sales@ProEnclosures.com



are OUR top PRIORITies

Our complete cab enclosures are carefully constructed to seamlessly fit the 
contours of the cab while accomodating accessories and lights.

Formed from hard coated polycarbonate, these kits are specifically designed to fit 
Doosan models . The full cab enclosure protects operators on all sides from  
unwanted objects or flying material entering the cab of the machine.

Why Polycarbonate?

STRONGER THAN GLASS 

Tough But Flexible

Highly Resistant

Polycarbonate is flexible and lightweight while offering 250 times the strength 
of glass and 25 times the strength of acrylic. It is hard coated to withstand 
cracking or showing age over time and highly resistant to chemicals, scratches, 
and high temperatures- no need for too much cleaning to keep it clear.

Parts are intended to be modular for fast and easy removal and installation as 
usage conditions change. Can be ordered separately or as the full kit.

If you are interested in specific model fitment options, please reach out 
to us  to learn more about our offerings.
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Offers rear 
protection without 

hindering visibility or 
under-seat access 
for maintenance 

access.

Offers visibility and protection from all 
sides as well as a sliding window panel, 

door seals, and interior handles.

Sliding windows allow on 
demand airflow in the cab 

No slow downs-getting 
in and out is a breeze 
with internal handles 
and easy-open doors.

Offers front facing protection 
from the elements and any 

unwanted objects.

Keeps operators dry and protected 
without hindering visibility.

Comfort & 
Safety


